
recognise
Recognising balance, flexibility + strength actions 

Finding ways to develop the technique and control of 
my balance, flexibility and strength actions

Supporting others to develop their actions

Children travel round using any basic action. 
Add in these commands and responses:

1 = stand on one foot
2 = sit in a straddle shape

3 = hold a front support position

Recognise which response is a balance 
action, which is a flexibility action and which 
is a strength action (see School discussion).

Repeat the task giving balance, flexibility + 
strength commands instead of numbers.

SPACE
Explore how the amount of floor space covered by a balance, flexibility or strength action affects 

control. Pupils recognise ways to apply this information to aid or challenge their control.
TASK

Pupils recognise and develop actions that rely on a mix of balance, flexibility and strength e.g. a 
V-sit requires strength to lift the legs, flexibility to straighten them and balance to hold.

EQUIPMENT
Pupils explore small + large equipment to recognise safe ways of aiding or challenging balance, 
flexibility and strength e.g. balance a beanbag on the head to improve focus in a one foot stand 

or aid control by holding a wall bar or challenge control by performing it on a beam.
PEOPLE

Pupils share their action ideas to extend the opportunities for others to recognise and distinguish 
between actions that rely on good balance, flexibility and/or strength. 

Be sensitive to everyone being at a different development stage with their balance, flexibility 
and strength. Can you recognise opportunities to show values such as kindness and respect 

by encouraging others, helping them to improve and celebrating their achievements? 

Can you recognise how the body feels and works hard when balancing? Does the body 
feel and work hard in the same or different ways when performing a flexibility or 

strength action? 

How can we refine the technique and control 
of our one foot stand? Focus on a point, raise 

the arms, squeeze muscles tight etc.

Are there different refinements we can make 
to improve the technique and control of our 

sitting straddle shape and front support?

Children explore + develop other actions 
requiring good balance. Can you recognise 
and select 1 - 2 that you can perform well?

Repeat for flexibility and strength.  


